Scalable Cash Processing
Solutions for the Retail Market

You are a...

Department Store

Leisure Retailer

You have a very large store offering a huge assortment of
goods across a varity of categories and you offer considerable
customer service. Your layout is designed to offer payment
at point of purchase across the physical store and the POS
network is probably supported by a dedicated cash office
based team.

With a high number of live till points distributed across a large
location, you operate efficiently whilst coping with seasonal
and event based peaks of customers and their related
transactions. Your end of day process may not be completed
until very late in the day. Speed of process is important to
allow you to release staff at the end of a shift.
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Discount Store

Supermarket

Offering an extensive assortment of merchandise at affordable
and cut-rate prices, you have a number of till points and have
a need to keep costs down whilst providing a good level of
customer service.

You have a large footprint with opening times that can be
anything up to 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You have a
large number of till points, which need cash support for floats
and change throughout the day. You may have a dedicated
cash office for processing and reconciliation.
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You are a...

Convenience Store

Fast Food

You are found in a residential area, providing merchandise
with a speedy checkout and service. You operate extended
hours,possibly restocking daily. Staffing is kept to a minimum
where possible and cash processes are usually part of the
store manager's role.

You may have a limited product range but have multiple tills
running on shifts over a 24 hour period. Handling high volumes
of cash transactions, you will focus on keeping internal sots
down and need to protect against shrinkage and loss.
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Food Store - Baker, Deli, Butcher

Specialty Store

A specialist in your area, with a small footprint and a limited
number of till points. Customer service is paramount and it is
likely that a lot of your transaction will be cash based.

You give attention to a particular category, product type or
brand, whether your specialty is books or games through
to fashion or clothing. Whilst you see large amounts of card
based payments, the turnover at peak times and average
transaction value means you will need to manage volumes of
bank notes safely and effectively.
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We can help:
Fully automate your cash office

RCS
Recycling Cash Solutions

Manually creating large numbers of till floats is time consuming.
Automating this process, creating floats containing both notes and
coins, saves your business significant amounts of time and money. With
the automa-tion of change facilities, till skim / lift processing and remote
management capabilities, RCS solutions with bank note options will
help you keep a fully functioning cash operation in place regardless of
the hours you are open for business, and without a massive investment
in staffing. Cash is validated, secured and reconciled quickly, accurately
and efficiently in a single auditable system.
RCS-400 2.2 & SDM-504S

Reduce the cost of cash handling

SDS
Smart Deposit Solutions

Using intelligent smart safes, bank note management in store can be
simpli-fied significantly, reducing the time your staff takes to balance
tills and make up the banking reports. With high security levels built in
to ensure that over-night security is maintained when cash is left on site,
you reduce the risk of robbery and attack. Reducing the time spent in
making up traditional lodge-ments for banking. End of day cash processing through automated systems reduces the manual back office
operation and frees up staff time. With real time online data, on demand cash collection can reduce CIT costs.

SDS-760

Dealing with bank notes, securely & accurately at the point of sale
Validate bank notes at the point of sale with the SDS-35. Prevent
acceptance of counterfeits and simplify the verification process to

SPS
Smart POS Solutions

securely store notes protecting you and your employees. SDS-35 is the
ideal solution for retailers where cash volume, security and handling
takes up a significant amount of staff and time.
For a complete transformation of your cash management. The SPS is
the fully automated point of sale recycling solution to minimize manual
handling in the check-out lanes. It is a closed end-to-end solution, securing
the entire cash loop, from the checkout to the Retailer’s account, resulting
in increased security, reduced costs and more flexibility.

SDS-35

SPS-700 & SPS-800

In Depth expertise and experience
With over 50 years of successful operations, we have established a strong position serving major global clients in retailing and
many other sectors. We offer a broad portfolio of products, services and solutions that support the movement of cash at every
stage of its journey through the retail environment - and beyond, through local banks, CIT and cash centres to central banks.
At the same time, we place great emphasis on recycling in-coming cash back into circulation, in order to reduce the amount
of handling, processing and transport. This can save signiﬁcant amounts and add further measurable beneﬁts to increased
bottom-line proﬁts achievable through SUZOHAPP.

Developing a tailor-made strategy
Working closely with you, we can undertake a thorough assessment of your current cash-handling processes, Identify their
strengths and weaknesses and develop a strategy that optimises coin and banknote processing performance.
Integrating with our sophiticated software solutions, we have a wide range of products for retailers covering point of sale,
cash deposit systems coin and banknote solutions, central cash processing,. We also provide a comprehensive support servie
incorporating product servicing, updates and replacement, as well as regular strategy reviews.
Whatever your coin and banknote requirements, you can be assured that SUZOHAPP will propose scalable solutions that will
add real value to your business and deliver measurable improvements to your retail performance.

Contact us today and we can help
transform your cash management

Call 0161 873 0505 or email sales@scancoin.co.uk

CashComplete™ On-Device Cash Management Software
CashComplete™ On-Device is an open, integrated, user centered software platform that enables organizations to achieve maximum
value with their cash management solutions. Increase employee productivity with intuitive work flows that are adapted to your
business process. Enforce cash handling business rules at the user, role or revenue center level. Reduce cost by leveraging machines
across multiple operating units with multi-tenant capabilities.

Benefits
Simple to Learn and Train
Issues Automated Floats/Banks
Improves In-Store Cash Flow
Optimizes CIT Deliveries
Increases Cash Security
Provides Flexible Connectivity

Improved Work Flows
Easily configure work flows that optimize the transaction
time for your cashiers, tellers and supervisors as well as your
Cash in Transit (CIT) provider, while ensuring all cash handling
rules are enforced, tracked and audited.

Adaptable and Customizable
Need even more capabilities? With an upgrade to Enterprise
Edition, organizations have the ability to extend the capabilities
of CashComplete™ On-Device by developing plugins, utilizing
a well-documented, cross platform SDK. Or utilize the pub/
sub API to integrate with third party applications and solutions
or leverage the industry standard Java POS for integration with
Point of Sale terminals.

Compatibility
All CashComplete™ RCS and SDS Models
CDS-820j, CDS-830, CDS-9, CDS-9R
CRC-100
AST-70XX, SDM-50X, CDS-XXX
NRI® Pelicano
Sallen® Electrum
Azkoyen Cashlogy® POS1000
Glory® NMD-100
Glory® CI-100
MEI
MW KUAN

Optimized User Experience
Your employees will rapidly understand CashComplete™
On-Device thanks to the highly intuitive and familiar user
interface. This not only reduces the amount of required
training, but also increases the level of productivity by
reducing overall transaction time.

CashComplete™ Connect Changes The Way You Look At Cash
CashComplete™ Connect is a revolutionary platform which allows you to fully monitor your cash and generate in-depth reports
for complete visibility of your cash. This platform is a cloud-based hub that connects you to your business via computer or mobile
device for the new generation of advanced cash management. Harness the power of the cloud within a fully secure and PCIready environment. CashComplete™ Connect is intuitively designed with a human-centric interface, while maintaining flexibility
and powerful connections through an open REST API. The CashComplete™ Connect platform integrates with all CashComplete™
hardware and other compatible machines.

Intelligent Alerting and Monitoring
Monitor the health and status of your devices in real time.
Easily configure actionable alerts that can include SMS or
emails to specific users. Receive contextualized and detailed
notifications for machine actions.

Device Management
and Reconciliation
Access aggregated transactional data summarized by user or
point of sale across machines and sites. Run custom reports
with the powerful built-in query builder and save your custom
reports for later use.

Complete Cash Visibility
Know the exact amount of cash in every machine across your enterprise per denomination and location. Make use of data
visualization for immediate insight of your business. Customize your reports to quickly access exact data and optimize how you
look at cash.

About SUZOHAPP
SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more
than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of
end markets, including retail, transportation, vending, banking, gaming and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit,
recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. SUZOHAPP operates in 19
countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are
united under the SUZOHAPP Company.
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